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Iran is the trigger on the oil weapon
One of the justifications for a U.S. energy policy based

Production plunge

on high cost domestic energy sources is the much

In recent weeks there has been a slow, but steady

lamented "instability" of the oil-rich Persian Gulf re

decline in Iran's average

gion, particularly since the Iranian Islamic Revolution.

output to a level just over

What is not revealed and which insiders in the British,

Saudi government announced last month that it would

9.5

4

million barrel a day (mbd)

3

mbd. For this reason, the

Israeli, and American intelligence know is that the

maintain its

major oil companies like British Petroleum and Royal

the official production ceiling. Similarly, Kuwait and

Dutch Shell were complicit in the overthrow of the
Shah of Iran and the ensuring oil crisis, a fact this

than meet world demand and keep the speculative oil

magazine reported exclusively.

26, 1978

Iraq have stepped up output along in order to more
spot markets relatively soft. The Saudis and the United

. It was as a result of the Iranian oil shutdown on
Dec.

mbd production level, one mbd over

that the so-called oil crisis of

1979

was

triggered. It was not a "natural " crisis, but rigged and
managed by London and Washington through the Sev
en Sisters multinational cartel. At present, there is

Arab Emirates have announced they do not want to see
another OPEC price rise for

1980.

Whether or not they can enforce a freeze will depend
on the OPEC producers pushing a price hike, notably

again trigger another sizeable OPEC price hike at the

Libya and Algeria. Both have ideological connections
to the Islamic fundamentalist regime of Iran's Ayatollah
Khomeini. The Baltimore Sun reports that at an ongo

December

ing economic policy seminar in Teheran, a proposal to

evidence that the troubled Islamic regime in Iran may

1979 price-setting parley.

remain constant or even decline in real terms for a

Ford Foundation: get
ready for high prices

few years (as it did from

1974 to 1978),

then increase

25 percent (up to 35 percent, including inflation) or

Last month, the Ford Foundation released a 600-page

more in one year; even an increase as great as 50
percent in real terms over a short period cannot be

report entitled "Energy: The Next Twenty Years." The

ruled out, followed by a period of stability.

report, administered by the Resources of the Future

... The economic impact of real energy cost

group, is a carefully written document backing the

increases of this magnitude will not be pleasant.
Higher real costs mean that real incomes are lower

position that higher energy costs are the only solution
to the energy crisis. The Resources for the Future was

than they otherwise would be, even if the economy

founded and funded by the controlling interests of the

adjusts without unemployment and recession; the

multinational oil companies, notably the Rockefeller

same amount of effort will simply yield less end

Brothers Fund, and Rockefeller ; University. On its
board are such notables as Laurance Rockefeller.

products and services. ...
. .. Jobs could continue to be created, albeit at

Following are excerpts of that report which also

lower real wages than otherwise, to absorb a growing

endorses a commensurate recessionary policy for the

labor force. Furthermore, the cost impact can be
reduced by responding to higher energy costs in

U.S. economy which, the Foundation report states, must
be crisis "managed" by the government.
... The world oil price in the year
anywhere from

$20

to

$50

2000 could well be
(1979 dollars).

a barrel

ways other than simply paying more for the same
amount-that is, by energy conservation. There is
no denying that, at best, higher energy costs will
hurt; but if their impact is managed without adding

Whatever the world price is by the end of the century,

self-inflicted wounds, the injury need not be seriously

it will not increase smoothly. It is more likely to

disabling.
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lower oil exports coupled with higher prices beyond the

provoked the price hawks in OPEC to retaliate, winning

OPEC ceiling of

a

$23.50

is being weighed.

Japanese sources reveal Iran is making selective spot

50

According to Petroleum Intelligence Weekly, the spot

sales to crude-hungry companies now building oil
stockpiles with as much as a
on the

$ 13.50

$23.50 figure.

premium attached

percent price increase despite the resistance of the

Saudis.
price for crude has again turned upward fetching as
high as

$38

a barrel for light crude. Following Nazih's

Since the purge last week of the moderate head of

ouster, the oil companies have begun escalating their

the National Iranian Oil Company, Hassan Nazih, by

purchases in anticipa�ion of a possible drastic reduction

Khomeini's Revolutionary Council, a limited walkout

or halt of Iran's exports. And again the Carter admini

has begun of NIOC technicians and bureaucrats which
has reportedly fed into the declining output trend.

purchase costly Rotterdam spot petroleum by extending

As petroleum demand increases with winter ap
proaching, a further decline of Iranian exports could

stration is giving incentives to the oil companies to
the

$5 a barrel entitlement (subsidy) to companies which

purchase abroad on the spot market.

tighten world oil markets, even with expanded output

As- the accompanying chart demonstrates, the rate

from Kuwait, Iraq and Saudi Arabia, and force an

of stockpiling both by governments and the oil com

upturn in the price of crude sold on the controversial

pany has reached record proportions in recent months.

Rotterdam spot market. In early

There is widespread anxiety that another "oil shock"
may soon hit the world economy and with it another

1979,

the dramatic

price spiral of speculative across-the-counter (spot mar
ket) purchases of crude and petroleum product cargoes

price hike.
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